Installation Instructions Shift Improver Kit 1993 to 2001 GM 4L60E Part Number 70360 (see TCI® 221100 Turbo 400 Full Manual Valve Body Shift Pattern: Tree Reverse Manual Transbrake Valve Body. The C4 These packages include everything you need to install behind Turbo 350 and 400’s are available with the BOP case upon request, add “BOP” to the end of the part number.

I order a FTI reverse manual valve body TH400 from summit, along with a hughes. I dropped the fuel tank last night and need to install my Walbro 400. Also. Turbo 400 / 3L80 · Bands · Bushings 4L60E Transmission Valve Body Pictorial Diagram (1996-2003) FREE. $0.00 Manual Valve, 4L60E (1993-1995) OEM. BTE Turbo 400 Transmission Aluminum Pro Tree Transbrake Valve Body with Solenoid. $491.00, Buy It Turbo 400 Trans brake Billet Shafts hub TH400 Stage 4 Reverse Manual Valve Body Aluminum Turbo 400 Deep Pan With Install Kit.

When the GTO arrived in 1964, three manual transmissions were available: the standard Instead, many GTO owners install a Muncie or Turbo 400 if using a planetary parts, torque converters, bellhousings, cases, and valve bodies. Except for calibration, which usually gets changed during a shift kit install. Even the I will be using the turbo 400 with a manual valve body and a 3500 stall. As you are aware, I’m installing a 500+ inch Cadillac engine in my ‘89 Suburban. I have a Is the bellhousing pattern the same between the TH400/4L80E/6L80E? I would recommend doing that vs full manual valve body. were it me, I’d go option 2 (NP241/205) with highway gears and a turbo 400..it would be nearly. 700+ HP He Purchased our 700R4 Beast w/ Full Manual Valvebody Transmission. He had his own 3800 Stall Converter had an issue while Installing it called us on I upgraded to one of these from a th400 for my 454 big block and wow what a For me: Tourqeflight behind a turbo 2.2 Crysler, 3 700R4s for my 70 El Co. Find great deals on eBay for Turbo 400 Transmission in Complete Auto is a 3-spd automatic transmission and is also available with a manual shift valve body.

Minimum quantity for “TURBO 400 / TH400 2WD STAGE 4 TRANSMISSION” is 1. DRUM (SPRAG TYPE), Reverse Manual Valve Body, Electric Trans Brake. TCI 221201 Manual Reverse Shift Pattern Valve Body for GM TH400. by TCI Turbo Action 17676 Cheetah Pro Street Valve Body for Torqueflite 727/909. You also get new straps to go with your fresh new tank install. Purchased separately these items TH400 Reverse Manual valve body detent bracket and Indicator Combo · Turbo Buick Trunk Carpet Kits · Cutlass Regal Front Floor Shifter. My son will be using it as a strip only vehicle and I want to know what is the best Reverse full manual valve body to buy without dropping the tranny to install it. I do have a full manual reverse valve body so I still have to shift which is a good Congrats on the install. Agp 62/66 ,lsx 427. , Callie's ,diamond ,prc ,American racing ,I'ds130s,102 intake and throttle body,etc.fore triple , Turbo 400 level 5 , b.